(K-2) Week 2: Learning the World
Continue your journey of learning over the summer.
You can choose to explore as many activities as you wish each week.
Challenge yourself to at least 3 in a row- just like playing Tic Tac Toe!
My Piece of the World
Make a map for the following story.
Akio lives in an apartment building on
the corner of two streets. If he walks left
he will pass a park and then his school.
If he walks right he will pass the church.
Make sure to label and colour all the
parts of your map.

Quadrants
Fold a piece of paper in half and in half
again. In each of the 4 sections, draw a
picture of a living thing and write a
sentence that explains what it provides
for other living things.

Example: Trees provide oxygen for
humans to breathe.

I am Special
Each one of us is so beautiful and
special!
Draw yourself and then write at least
one thing you like about your: HAIR,
EYES, NOSE, BODY, HANDS and FEET.

Living or Nonliving?

Acrostic Poem

Learn and explore about living things
here

Make an Acrostic Poem using your
name

Let’s learn more here.

But wait, there’s more, be sure to read
the instructions and follow the secret
code found here.

Accommodation / Modification:
Take photographs or draw pictures in
your T-Chart. Use your words to
explain why you placed each image
in each category.

Symmetry Bugs

Travel the World with a Library Card

Click the link to explore the insects
featured in the online Smithsonian
magazine

Ask an adult to bring you to your local
library to sign up for a library card if you
don’t already have one!

Symmetry means that something is
the same or balanced on both sides
of a line. Learn more about symmetry
by watching this video. Describe the
symmetry in the insects.

The Toronto Public Library is a part of the
TD Summer Reading Club again this
summer!
Vote for your favourite books and
check out all the activities!

Use found materials or loose parts to
make a Symmetry Bug of your own.

Sleeping Pups

Dancing Goldfish

Moon’s hamster had 10 pups. Moon
bought 2 beds for the pups to share..
How many pups could sleep on each
bed? Show all the ways the 10
hamster pups could share 2 beds.

Have you ever wondered what it would
be like to be a fish?

Use objects at home or try this
Jamboard
Accommodation/ Modification:
Try the problem with 6 pups instead
of 10. Provide an image of a ten
frame to represent each bed.

That’s what composer Camille
Saint-Säens did when he wrote the
piece “Aquarium”.
CLICK HERE to help Camille create a
nice dance for his music.

TCDSB Summer Playground: Click to share your learning or use #tcdsbSLP

